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Abstract

We report observation of a high performance scenario in the National Spherical

Torus Experiment with very small edge-localized modes (ELMs). These ELMs have no

measurable impact on stored energy and are consistent with high bootstrap current

operation with line average density approaching Greenwald scaling. The ELM

perturbation is observed to typically originate near the lower divertor region, as opposed

to the outer midplane for ELMs described in the literature. If extrapolable, this scenario

would provide an attractive operating regime for next step fusion experiments.
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Introduction - The desire for high performance operating regimes with few or no

edge localized modes (ELMs) has been a high priority in nuclear fusion research. The

baseline operating scenario for the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

(ITER) relies on H-Mode confinement and profiles1. In most H-mode discharges in

conventional aspect ratio tokamaks, ELMs are observed, which serve to flush fuel and

impurity particles from the edge plasma into the scrape-off layer and divertor plasma.

This periodic edge ejection results in transiently high power and particle loads to the

plasma facing components (PFC). The best plasma performance is often realized in the

Type I ELM regime (which is ITER’s baseline scenario), but the type I ELM typically

results in larger heat pulses than other ELM types2. Such transient PFC loading is

tolerable in present day machines, but extrapolations show severe PFC damage resulting

in larger, higher power density machines (such as ITER) when the ELM power loading

exceeds material dependent limits3.

Several high performance regimes without ELMs have been identified in

conventional aspect ratio tokamaks. The QH-mode is a high performance, largely ELM-

free regime discovered4 on the DIII-D tokamak and recently reproduced in other devices.

The QH-mode scenario requires neutral beam injection (NBI) counter to the direction of

plasma current (Ip), low density, and relies on the presence of an edge harmonic

oscillation for particle control. The EDA H-mode has been identified by the Alcator C-

MOD group, and it relies on a quasi-coherent MHD mode in the vicinity of the separatrix

for particle control5. The EDA H-mode bears strong resemblance to the earlier PDX

forced density rise scenario, another high performance scenario with small ELMs6. We

note also the recent success at generating high performance discharges with no/few large

ELMs using a stochastic boundary layer in DIII-D, which also provided good density

control7. The operating regime achieved in the National Spherical Torus Experiment

(NSTX) and reported here is distinct from all of these: 1) there is no counter injection or

edge harmonic oscillation as in QH-mode, 2) there is no quasi-coherent mode in the edge

plasma as in EDA H-mode, and 3) no stochastic boundary technique was used to

suppress ELMs. In addition the ELMs themselves appear significantly different from

ELM types in the literature. Hence this regime provides another small ELM regime for

possible use in large fusion devices to provide density control without the significant heat
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flux transients associated with conventional type I ELMs and without the performance

degradation observed in Type III ELMs8 (i.e. no degradation comparing type I and the

small ELM discharges in NSTX). We refer to the perturbations in NSTX as type V

ELMs.

Description of high performance regime - The NSTX is a medium-sized, low

aspect ratio spherical tokamak9 with the following parameters: major radius R=0.85m,

minor radius a=0.67m, R/a ≥ 1.26, toroidal field Bt £ 0.6 T, with up to 7MW of NBI

power (PNBI) and 6 MW of radio-frequency heating. The basic characteristics of the

NSTX high performance, small ELM regime are shown in Fig. 1 for a lower-single null

diverted discharge with Ip=0.8 MA, Bt=0.5 T, PNBI = 4.1 MW, elongation k ~ 1.9, lower

triangularity dL ~ 0.5, and upper triangularity dU ~ 0.3. The line density continuously rises

after the H-mode transition at t=230ms (Fig. 1b). Type V ELMs with a frequency ~ 400

Hz can be observed on the lower divertor Da starting at t ~ 340 ms, although a few

irregularly spaced type V ELMs are observed near 290 and 320 ms. Gas puffing from the

center stack lasts throughout the discharge (Fig. 1c); the combination of this fueling and

the NBI particle source contribute to the observed density rise. The stored energy remains

flat for about 370 ms or ~ 7 energy confinement times (tE), and the confinement

enhancement over ITER-89P scaling10 is steady at ~ 2.3. For reference the steady poloidal

beta (bp) was ~ 1.2 (bootstrap current fraction 40-50%) and the line-average density

relative to Greenwald scaling11 (nGW = Ip/pa2) was 0.85 just before the end of the

discharge, which was terminated by Ip ramp-down. We note that details of this high

performance regime for similar discharges have been reported previously12-15. The new

discovery presented in this paper pertains to 1) the positive identification of the Da

oscillations as tiny ELMs, which are different from ELMs in the published literature, and

2) the recent observation of conventional Type III ELMs in NSTX which confirm the

uniqueness of these type V ELMs.

ELM characteristics - As mentioned previously, these type V ELMs have no

measurable impact on stored energy, but they are observed both in the divertor Da radial

profile and also on the ultra-soft X-rays (USXR - see fig. 3 and following paragraphs for

viewing geometry). Fig. 2 shows the stored energy computed from reconstructions with

the EFITD code16 applied to NSTX17 with a 0.25 ms time resolution over a narrow time

window with several type V ELMs. The direct impact of each ELM is less than the
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statistical error of +/- 1%. The ELMs increase the entire divertor profile by ~ 20-30%,

similar to the impact observed in the spatially integrated channel in panel 1(b).  Note that

that these ELMs are not the result of a coherent MHD mode. Low-n intermediate

frequency (20-40 kHz) coherent modes are observed in the core from 300-700 msec, but

these modes start after the type V ELM activity. In other discharges it was observed that

these coherent modes persist even after the ELMs stop. Thus it is clear that the coherent

modes are not the source of the ELMs.

Insight into the ELM size, affected spatial depth and spatial origin can be obtained

through examination of the USXR data18. At the time of these experiments, three arrays

were implemented on NSTX: one each looking into the lower and upper divertors, and

one looking from the top across the entire poloidal cross section (fig. 3). The chords are

spaced approximately 3 cm apart, and 5 mm Be foil filters were used to focus on emission

from the edge of the plasma for the lower divertor and vertical arrays, whereas the upper

divertor array had a 100 mm Be foil filter to focus on core USXR emission. The data were

sampled at 190 kHz. For the vertical array, the chord numbering starts at 0 for the chord

nearest the outer midplane and increases to 17 for the chord nearest the inner midplane.

For the lower divertor array, the chord numbering starts at 0 for the lowest chord and

increases to 15 for the chord near the midplane. A thick filter was used on the upper

divertor array to verify that the ELMs did not extend into the core.  Fig. 4a shows the

relative change in intensity before and during a typical  type V ELM. For reference, the

statistical variability in the USXR signal is between 1-2% for this time, so relative

changes in intensity of > 2% are significant. It can be seen that the chords 1-4 show the

most significant change due to the ELM. Note that all USXR data presented here are line-

integrated measurements, so changes in the edge chord emission are also seen to a lesser

extent on adjoining chords. Hence the affected region is either one or two chords, i.e. a

very narrow region of the plasma on the outboard side. Fig. 4b shows a (contrast

enhanced) contour plot of several Type V ELMs from the vertical array. Note that the

oscillation (e.g. the event near t=0.444 s) first appears on ~ chord 5, and propagates to

chord 0 and then disappears for a few 10s of ms. Fig. 4c shows the same events on the

lower divertor array. In the time the perturbation disappears from the view of the vertical

array, it appears in ~ chord 4 of the lower divertor array and then propagates rapidly to

chord 15. Shortly after disappearing from the lower divertor array, the ELM reappears in
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chord 0 of the vertical array and propagates to chord 5 before dissipating. The geometry

of the vertical array misses the plasma at the outer midplane, hence the disappearance of

the ELM on that array signifies propagation to the outer midplane at the time. Simple

triangulation indicates that the ELM begins in the lower divertor region, possibly in the

vicinity of the X-point, and then propagates with a poloidal component to the outer

midplane and then back around to the top of the machine. This poloidal component of the

propagation is also observed by a Mirnov array in the NSTX passive stabilizing plates.

The duration of this perturbation on the USXR is ~ 200 ms, and the USXR perturbation

precedes the divertor Da light enhancement by a few 100 ms, indicating that the

diagnostics indeed observe the same perturbation, the USXR on closed field lines and

then the Da after the perturbation crosses the separatrix to open field lines. At the onset of

the perturbation in the USXR, a rotating mode with toroidal mode number n=1 is

observed in the lower divertor toroidal Mirnov array, persisting for up to 1-2 toroidal

transit times and propagating in the counter Ip direction. We note that, on occasion, type

V ELMs have been observed to originate near the top of the machine and propagate

toward the inner midplane, i.e. also in the counter Ip direction. The spatial origin is

significant because the perturbation clearly does not originate at the outer midplane.

Particle control aspects - One critical question is the ability of these small ELMs

to provide sufficient density and impurity control. Experimentally it is observed that the

edge carbon density and radiation increases during these discharges, but the core radiated

power and impurity content remain low. Part of the density rise may occur due to

continuous fueling from the center stack gas injection system, which has a ~ 500ms e-

folding on the fueling rate after activation. The density rise from #108729 was examined

via a simple particle balance model19, 20 to obtain an estimate of particle containment time

t p
*

~0.5 s, yielding a ratio  of particle to energy containment 0f t
p
*
/t
E

~9. This value is

approximately the same value obtained in DIII-D long pulse H-modes before active

divertor pumping was enabled; the DIII-D ratio was reduced ~ 50% (by reducingt p
*

)

with efficient in-vessel cryo-pumping (i.e. line average density was reduced by at least a

factor of 2)21. We also note that the density rises even more quickly in NSTX ELM-free

discharges than in discharges with type V ELMs. Thus it is probable that NSTX could
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achieve a similar reduction in t
p
*
/t
E

 with an efficient active pumping scheme, implying

that the particle confinement reduction provided by these ELMs will allow for sufficient

density control.

Summary, Discussion and Conclusions - We have observed a high performance

regime in NSTX which is compatible with tiny ELMs with a frequency ~ 300 – 800 Hz.

The stored energy drop per type V ELM is not statistically measurable, i.e. < 1%. The

perturbations are visible in the ultra-soft X-ray diagnostic, which precedes the Da burst in

the divertor. The USXR bursts originate usually in the lower divertor, and at other times

near the top of the machine. There is no clear PNBI scaling, although these ELMs

disappear and Type III ELMs8 are sometimes observed with PNBI < 2.5 MW. These ELMs

are observed with PNBI up to 6.2 MW, and occasionally larger (possibly Type I) ELMs co-

exist with these ELMs.  There are clear electromagnetic signatures but no

electromagnetic pre-cursors to type V ELMs.

 These type V ELMs have clear differences compared with published ELM types8

and ELM theories22, 23. Type I ELMs are thought to occur near the ideal first stability

limit, increase in frequency with PNBI, and typically cause a ~ 5-10% reduction in stored

energy. Type II ELMs are observed24 at low shaping factor S/q95
2 < 0.15, i.e. for DIII-D

parameters when k > 1.85 and d > 0.4. These NSTX parameters have shaping parameters

in that range, and while this ELM type has some similarities with NSTX Type V ELM

observations, the q95
 term is a generalization, i.e. the important parameter is local field

line pitch in the instability region (e.g. outer midplane). The edge field line pitch (Bq/|B|)

in NSTX approaches 0.35 in these discharges, i.e. the local q is much lower than a

conventional aspect ratio tokamak (in other words, the high q95 obtained is largely the

result of field lines wrapping around the centers stack25). From this argument, it is

expected that the equivalent S/q95
2  threshold for a spherical tokamak for type II ELMs

would be lower than a conventional aspect ratio tokamak by roughly 1/(1-R/a) if the same

physics applies. Type III ELMs are thought to be resistive modes, with clear

electromagnetic pre-cursors and degraded performance. A low density branch26 of the

traditionally high density type III ELMs were observed in DIII-D and referred to as Type

IV ELMs in the community. The NSTX type V ELMs are observed at medium to high

density (between 0.5 and 1 X nGW) and have no clear electromagnetic pre-cursors. The
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leading theory to explain most ELMs is a combination peeling mode/ballooning mode

theory leading to intermediate n (between 10 and 30) modes, but the instability location is

the low-field side, i.e. the outer midplane22, 23. The spatial location of the instability

location in type V ELMs suggests a potential link to resistive ballooning modes modified

by an X-point geometry27.

Type V ELMs clearly do not fit into the classical ELM picture. Their

compatibility with high performance plasmas and the calculations showing that density

control would be possible with active pumping make this operating regime an attractive

possibility for next generation devices. Extrapolation of this regime to conventional

aspect ratio tokamaks and a theoretical explanation of the ELM instability mechanism are

being explored.
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Figure Captions

1. High performance discharge with Type V ELMs: (a) Ip and PNBI, (b) line-averaged

density (ne) and lower divertor Da emission, (c) NBI (SNBI) and gas (Sgas) fueling

rates, and density rise rate (dNe/dt), (d) stored energy (WMHD) and energy

confinement normalized to the ITER-89P scaling. The Type V ELMs start at

t~0.34s as indicated by the vertical line.

2.  ELMs are observed on (a) edge USXR, and (b) divertor Da, but not directly on

(c) stored energy.

3. USXR view geometry for #108729 @ 0.35 s.

4. USXR view of divertor ELM:  (a) change in intensity before/during ELM, (b)

contour plot of vertical USXR showing ELM propagation, and (c) contour plot of

lower divertor USXR showing ELM propagation.
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Figure 4a – SXR picture of outboard Type V ELM (from #108730)
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Figure 4b,c (USXR top, lower divertor contours)
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